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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
. The problem of loss of retention during the interval
after learning and before recall due to the intervening activity is one
of great interest to the educational psychologist. For the study of
retention, and thus forgetting, (1) is obviously inseparate from the
study of learning. Thorndike attributes this loss of retention, in
part, to the disuse of neural bonds. According to this hypothesis
repetition of the same stimulus would strengthen the bonds; and con-
versely disuse would tend to weaken them. This strengthening and
weakening of the neural bonds due to exercise and disuse is analogous
to the development or atrophy of a muscle in the presence or lack of
training.
It appears evident, from the multitude of studies which have been
made regarding retroactive inhibition, that the intervening activity,
between original learning and recall, is responsible in some measure
for forgetting. In a recent review of the literature on retroactive
inhibition Swenson states: ”The view that forgetting is largely a
passive matter of disuse is giving way in recent years to the view that
much forgetting is the result of an active process of interference.” (2)
(1) Edward L. Thorndike, Educational Psychology, vol. I, Columbia Univ.,
New York, 1913.
(2) E. J. Swenson, "Retroactive Inhibition: A Review of the Literature”,
Univ. Minn. Studies in Ed., Coll, of Ed. #1, 1941.
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2When a child is taught in history class that the Battle of
Hastings was fought in 1066, he may fail to recall this a week later.
This may be explainable of the grounds that during the week this fact
was not repeated or reinforced. However, disuse does not explain why
he should have given the date of this historical event as 1492, But,
in view of the fact that in the intervening period he learned that
Columbus discovered America in 1492, it would appear that an interference
has occurred. This interference has been variously termed retroactive
inhibition, retroaction and retroactive effect, Britt states that
"retroactive inhibition, then, may be deficed as the detrimental influence
of subsequent activity upon the retention of previously established
activities ,
" (1)
The terms retroactive inhibition
,
retroactive effect and retroaction
have already been mentioned and will be used interchangeably throughout
this work. The term interpolation or interpolated activity refers to
any learning aotivity which occurs subsequent to the original learning
and before its attempted recall in the course of an experiment.
(1) S. H, Britt, "Retroactive Inhibition: A Review of the Literature",
Psychol. Bull., 1935, 32, 381-440.
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ITHE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem
.
Previous studies have shown that losses
in retention of the original learning appear to occur in varying degree,
dependent upon differences in the interpolated activity. The implication
is that this was due to differences in the form of interfering action on
the organisation of the original learning. The purpose of this study
was twofold. It was, first, to compare quantitatively the losses in
retention when the interpolated learning activity was varied in relation
of its synonymity to the original learning. The second purpose of this
investigation was to study the organisational factors involved in retro-
active interference. More specifically, this study was composed of two
experiments. In Experiment I the interpolated learning consisted of
word lists each of which bore one of the following relationships to the
original list: synonym, antonym, or unrelated word. In Experiment II
the interpolated lists bore the following relation to the original
lists: words similar in meaning, words opposite in meaning, words
logically associated in meaning, and words unrelated in meaning.
"Logically associated" implies that the words in the word pairs bore a
fairly close relationship to each other although they were neither similar
nor opposite in meaning, as hand-glove. The words in the lists used in
Experiment II were selected from the Kent-Rosanoff Free Association
Test. (1) In each case a Kent-Rosanoff stimulus word appeared in the
(1) Aaron J. Rosanoff, Free Association Test, Vliley, London, 1927.
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original list and its response word appeared in the same relative posi-
tion in the interpolated list. In the Kent-Rosanoff tables each of these
stimulus -response word pairs have been given a number which designates
the frequency with whioh a group of one thousand subjects gave the
second as a response when the stimulus word was presented. The frequenoy
number indicates the relative associative value of the response word in
connection with the stimulus word. The individual members of the word
lists in Experiment II were selected so that there were three groups of
lists of approximately equal associative value. The fourth group of lists
consisted of unrelated words which had no established associative value
according to the Kent-Rosanoff frequency tables.
II
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INVESTIGATION
Retroactive inhibition has been extensively studied. In fact this
phenomenon was one of the first to be examined by the early experimental
psychologists. Perhaps it is for that very reason that several theories
have grown up to explain it. The results of many experiments which have
been done have been explained by the early similarity theories. This
followed experiments showing that larger amounts of retroactive inhibition
were produced when the materials or techniques were similar in the
original and interpolated learning activity rather than dissimilar.
However, recent work has brought out several concomitants not accounted
for by these theories.
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The investigations of Watson and Sisson (1,2) have indicated an
organizational factor which operates as a condition of inhibition and
transfer. Their studies indicate that when the original and interpolated
activities may be readily associated, retroaction tends to occur, and
conversely, that when these activities may be mutually isolated the
retroactive effect is reduced. Watson’s study utilised card sorting as
the experimental medium while Sisson’s work was with lists of non-sense
syllables. In neither case was the experimental material similar to
actual teaching materials such as may be found in the classroom. It
would appear probable that the findings from these studies might be
generalized to apply to the classroom situation. However, it would
appear desirable to examine quantitatively the retroactive effect of
interpolated lists whioh have been equated uiiMi <!»• as
to associative value, but which differ in being: similar in meaning,
opposite in meaning, logically associated in meaning, or totally
unrelated in meaning. This should establish the influence of different
degrees of similarity under conditions where the associative values remain
approximately constant, and should show whether similarity is a factor
contributing to retroaction apart from associative relationships involved.
(1) Brantley Watson, "The Similarity Factor in Transfer and Inhibition",
£. Educ . Psyohol . , 1938, 29 , 145-15/.
(2) E. Donald Sisson, "Retroactive Inhibition: The influence of degree
of associative value of the original and interpolated lists",
J. Exp. Psychol
. ,
1938, 22, 573-580.
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ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS
i
Chapter II will briefly review the important studies in the fiels
of retroactive inhibition and examine the evolution of theories
regarding this phenomenon. The three major theories will be discussed
and evaluated in view of the experimentation to date. The remainder of
the thesis will be devoted to a description of this experimental study,
sources of data, procedures, analysis of data and conclusions, with sug-
gestions for research beyond this investigation.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The phenomenon of retroactive inhibition has been variously stated.
To quote Britt: "...if the learning of a problem is followed by the
learning of a second problem, the score on the retention of the first
problem will, as a rule, be poorer than if the original learning had been
followed by a period of rest or ’usual activity’”. (1)
The studies of Ebbinghaus were concerned with forgetting or loss
of retention, and he was the very first to be concerned with retro-
active inhibition. His self-experimentation included investigations
bearing on loss of retention of a learned activity due to the duration
and quantity of interpolated activities. His results showed that when
an interpolated activity followed learning, a greater loss of retention
was noted than when sleep followed the learning period. Thus, experiment-
ation in the field of retroactive inhibition took up from there, certain
procedures having been established. (2)
In 1900 MUller and Pilsecker published the first direct experimental
study of retroactive inhibition. Their experiment consisted of the
learning of paired nonsense syllables by the anticipation method. The
interpolated activity consisted of either learning a similar list (work
condition) or looking at pictures (rest condition). Although their
(1) S. H. Britt, "Retroactive Inhibition: A Review of the Literature",
Psychol . Bull ., 1935, 32:381-440.
(2) Ibid ., p. 385.
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results were not well defined, they concluded that "ruckwirkende Hemmung"
(retroactive inhibition) was produced by participation in any definite
activity, as contrasted with rest during the interval after learning and
prior to recall. (1)
The importance of retroactive inhibition as a major factor in
forgetting was noted by Foucault as early as 1913. (2) Later he stated:
"J'ai eu 1* occasion d’ exprimer 1* opinion que les inhibitions regressives
sont oe que constitue l'oubli, que l'oubli n'est rien de plus que l'abais-
sement plus ou moins rapide des images par la concurrence des et&ts
psychiques conse'cutif s.
"
("I have had occasion to express an opinion that
these regressive inhibitions are what constitute forgetting, that for-
getting is nothing more than the more or less rapid lowering of memories
by the occurrence of consecutive mental states.”) (3)
Heine, working in MUller and Pilzeoker's laboratory approached
the problem through the recognition method. She examined the effect
of interpolated activity on the retention of nonsense syllables which
had been learned to differing degrees. Unfortunately she failed to
realise the varying degrees in intensity of inhibition which may be
inherent in the interpolated material. Her interpolated learning activity
(1) G. E. Muller und A. Pilzecker, "Experimental le Beitrftge zur Lehre
vom Gedachniss. ", Zsch . f. Psychol . . 1900, 1^:174-198 (Britt).
(2) Op.. Cit., Britt, p. 387.
(3) Marcel Foucault, "Les Inhibitiones Externes Conconitantes au Cours
de la Fixation des Images", L’Ann/e Psychologique, 1922, 23150-75.
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consisted of material relatively dissimilar to that used in the original
learning problem. In view of more recent studies (discussed below) it
would appear that her materials did not produce as muoh retroactive
inhibition as would a more similar material. Her conclusions were
similar to those of Muller, but in addition, she found that retroactive
inhibition existed in the greatest amounts where the degree of learning
was least. (1)
DeCamp's interest in retroactive inhibition also grew out of the
experiments of Muller and Pilzeoker. According to DeCamp their
"...results showed decided evidence in favor of the deleterious influence,
upon a learned list of nonsense syllables, of another list of syllables. "(2)
He also used paired-associate nonsense syllable learning. He concluded
that: "Retroactive inhibition plays a significant part in influencing
the recall of nonsense syllables." This was explained in his transfer
hypothesis. He attributed this inhibition at the time of recall to the
utilisation of the same nerve centres, neurones and synapses, in both
the original and interpolated learning. (3)
Webb (4), was the first to attribute retroaction to a type of
negative transfer. His work with rats in maze learning led him to
conclude that transfer, whose existence he had already noted in a positive
(1) Op. cit. , Heine (Britt).
(2) J. E. DeCamp, "Transfer of Training End Retroaction", Psychol .
Monog
. ,
1915, vol. 19, no. 84, 69 pp.
(3) Ibid .
(4) L. W. Webb, "Transfer of Training and Retroaction", Psychol . Monog .
,
1917, vol. 24, no. 104, 90 pp.
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direction, is a composite process consisting of both positive and
negative elements* The total result is determined by the predominance
of one or the other of these elements. He also maintained that there
exists a negative correlation between positive transfer and retroactive
inhibition.
Tolman, along with INebb and DeCamp, was among the first in this
country to occupy himself with retroactive inhibition. He was interested
in the affective nature of the learning material and its resistance to
retroactive inhibition. His findings indicated that pleasant (affective)
lists learned under more stimulating conditions tended to show less
evidence of retroactive inhibition than indifferent lists, learned under
less stimulating conditions. His stimulating conditions consisted of
the administering of caffeine to the subject during a morning hour.
This time and condition were found to be "stimulating" to most types
of learning. (1)
The work of Robinson (2) quite clearly showed the presence of a
similarity factor. His evaluation of the previous experimentation had
led him to conclude that this similarity had a complexity not completely
evident or explicable. His experimental work was undertaken in the hope
of shedding new light on the nature of this similarity. As experimental
materials he used four-place numbers for the original learning. The
interpolation consisted of the learning of one of the following:
(1) E. C. Tolman, "Retroactive Inhibition as Affected by Conditions of
Learning", Psychol . Monog.
,
1917, 2J> 4107
, 50 pp.
(2) E. S. Robinson, "Some Factors Determining Degree of Retroactive
Inhibition", Psychol . Monog . , 1920, #28, #128, 57 pp.
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(A) four-plaoe numbers; (B) a series of 20 consonants; (C) poetry;
(D) multiplication of two-place numbers; (E) narrative prose. In
condition A, when the interpolated learning consisted of four-place numbers,
there was a higher degree of similarity between the original and inter-
polated learning than that existing in any of the other four conditions.
His results showed that more retroaction was observed when the original
and interpolated material were similar than when they were not similar.
He also found differences in retroactive effect in the case of the non-
similar materials. In this connection he says: "The degree of retroactive
inhibition present in a given situation is a function of a similarity
between interpolated activity and original learning—there is also a
possibility that similarity is not a one dimensional affair. Indeed,
my results bring out the fact that there may be effective similarity of
contents, of forms of presentation, or of processes involved, and variations
in any one of these may independently modify the degree of retroactive
inhibition.
" (1)
Robinson stated the following hypothesis regarding similarity:
"As similarity between interpolation and original memorisation is re-
duced from near indentity, retention falls away to a minimum and then
rises again, but with decreasing similarity it never reaches the level
obtaining with maximum similarity." His findings in this connection
were that at complete dissimilarity retention was not as great as in the
oases of near identity. However, it is worth noting that identity
(1) E. S. Robinson, "Some Factors Determining Degree of Retroactive
Inhibition", Psychol. Monog.
,
1920, 2b, #128, 57 pp.
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interpolation implies additional learning. Also, Robinson’s condition
of "complete dissimilarity” contained a factor of similarity in that the
type of material utilised was the same in the original and interpolated
activities. (1)
Skaggs’ studies, immediately following those of Robinson, substant-
iated Robinson’s findings regarding similarity. They also introduced
material bearing on the temporal locus of retroactive interpolation.
He found that work introduced immediately following the original learning
is more detrimental than work introduced after a rest interval. These
results confirm those of Muller and Pilsecker, but are opposed to Robin-
son's. Robinson had concluded that "the degree of retroactive inhibition
is independent of the temporal position of retroactive interpolation." (2)
A possible explanation for this disagreement might be the quality of
"rest" in Robinson's experiments, since they were periods of inactivity
adjudged "rest" by introspective reports. (3)
In 1931 McGeoch and McDonald performed an experiment to see if
the similarity factor applies to similarity of meaning as well as of
content and procedure. They presented an original list of fifteen
adjectives and employed synonyms, antonyms, unrelated words, nonsense
syllables, and three-place numbers as interpolated lists. They found
1Z
(1) E. S. Robinson, "The Similarity Factor in Retroaction", Am . £.
Psychol
. , 1927, 39: 29/-312.
( 2 ) Ibid .
(3) E. B. Skaggs, "Further Studies in Retroactive Inhibition", Psychol .
Monog.
,
1925, 34, #161, 60 pp.
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retroactive inhibition produced in steadily decreasing amounts from
synonums to numbers. In the second part of the experiment an attempt
was made to achieve gradations of similarity of meaning. This was
done by subdividing synonyms into three groups, relative to their degree
of synonymity. The results showed retroaction to decrease consistently
with the increase in disparity of meaning between the original and
interpolated material. (1)
Their results were interpreted in favor of a transfer theory of
retroactive inhibition. They stated that "the possibilities of transfer
may be expected to vary with degree of meaningful relation." (2) The
data derived from this experiment do not follow the Skaggs-Robinson
prediction as no inversion occurs at the height of synonymity or closeness
of relation. This inversion which has been found indicates that there is
a decline in retroactive inhibition as the interpolated learning material
approaches identity (closeness of relation) with the original learning
material. McGeoch and McDonald suggest that the reason that their results
show no such inversion may be the dual character of meaningful words.
High similarity of meaning may occur in words highly dissimilar in
form. Therefore it may be that the Skaggs-Robinson prediction can never
be verified by the use of meaningful materials "since the form of such
materials can scarcely be held constant while the meaning is varied." (3)
(1) J. A. McGeoch and W. T. McDonald, "Meaningful Relation and Retroactive
Inhibition", Am . Psychol . , 1931, 43: 579- 588.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
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Further work on the degree of similarity of meaning of interpolated
material was done by Lillian Johnson. She used nouns of varying degrees
of synonymity of meaning, and also a list of unrelated words as inter-
polated material. Again the findings indicated a decrease in retroactive
inhibition as the decrease in similarity of meaning ocourred. This
was interpreted as evidence of transfer. (1)
McKinney and MoGeoch working with adjectives and their synonyms
found evidence of large amounts of overt transfer from original to
interpolated lists as well as from interpolated to original list.
This led them to conclude that at least some part of retroactive inhi-
bition is explainable by overt transfer, and that much more is probably
due to transfer not so readily observed. (2)
McGeooh and Sisson studied the effect of disparity of position
of interpolated synonyms and their analogues in relation to amount of
retroactive inhibition. It was found that in lists of ten adjectives
the relative synonym position of the words showed little influence,
but in longer lists (20 items) disparity of position made for increased
amounts of retroactive inhibition. (3)
(1) L. M. Johnson, "Similarity of Meaning as a Factor in Retroactive
Inhibition", £. Gen. Psyohol . , 1933, 377-389.
(2) F. McKinney and J. A. McGeoch, "The Character and Extent of Transfer
in Retroactive Inhibition", Am . j_. Psychol . , 1935, 47:409-423/
(3) J. A. McGeooh and E. Donald Sisson, "Studies in Retroactive Inhi-
bition XI: Influence of relative serial position of interpolated
synonyms in 20-item lists", J. Exp. Psychol.
,
1938, 22:547-554.
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An experiment by Watson attempted to secure gradations of
similarity through card sorting. He used ten groups of subjects, each
group was given the same task; sorting a pack of 80 cards into 16
compartments which were numbered to correspond to the numbers on the
cards. The interpolated task varied with each group. For Group I
the task was identical with the original. This meant complete similarity,
or additional practice, and yielded a slight improvement in performance.
Group II had four compartment numbers interchanged, and therefore these
subjects had to place the cards bearing these changed numbers in com-
partments different from those in the original task. Group III had
eight compartment numbers interchanged. Group IV, twelve, and for
Group V, all 16 numbers were changed. In this way gradations of
similarity of materials was maintained. Letters were substituted for
the original compartment numbers in Groups VI to IX in the same pattern
as the numbers were changed in Groups II to V. This meant that the
interpolated task consisted of varying degrees of similarity of per-
formance—but that a change had been made in the materials from those
utilised in the original task. When the numbers on the compartments
were interchanged the responses were termed "incompatible” with those
employed in the original task. Therefore in Group I where no compartment
numbers were interchanged, complete compatibility, as well as complete
similarity of materials was maintained. The findings showed that when
there exists a high degree of both compatibility and similarity, reten-
tion is high. Regardless of whether the similarity is high or low
retention is low when compatibility is low. Where letters were sub-
stituted for the numbers the experimental material in the original
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and interpolated tasks became less similar. Evidently it was this
increased degree of dissimilarity which isolated the interpolated task
from the original, thus causing less retroactive effect. Another int-
eresting learning pattern was found to be present under the conditions
of the experiment. This was the learning of the original and the inter-
polated tasks as a comprehensive pattern, rather than as two separate
entities. "When only part of the compartment numbers had been inter-
changed the subjects appeared to realise that this task merely necessi-
tated a reorganisation of the original response-pattern. Watson
explains the retroactive effect in terras of the disruption of the original
organisation. From this study it is suggested that "the factor of
organisation determines the conditions of transfer and inhibition." (l)
Sisson studied retroactive inhibition in relation to the temporal
locus of the interpolated activity. He found that the position half
way between the learning and recall of the original list resulted in
the least amount of retroaction. It also appears that introduction of
interpolated material just prior to recall yields less retroactive
inhibition than when presented immediately following the original learn-
ing. These results he explained in terms of confusion between constel-
lations of associations and memory traces. (2)
Glass’s classification of 2019 syllables is interesting in that
he shows that nonsense syllables (a vowel between two consonants) have
(1) B. Watson, "The Similarity Factor in Transfer and Inhibition",
£. Ed . Psychol . , 1938, 29:145-157.
(2) E. D. Sisson, "The Temporal Position of Interpolated Activity",
J. Exp. Psychol., 1939, 25:228-233.
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varying degrees of associative value. The associative value of non-
sense syllables was computed by the facility with which they could be
associated with meaningful words, and it was demonstrated that the more
a nonsense syllable resembles or suggests a meaningful word, the easier
it is associated with that word. Thus, Glaze’s classification placed
a standardized material in the hands of the experimenter, (l)
Sisson utilised Glaze's classified nonsense syllables in studying
the relation of association value to retroactive inhibition. He showed
that in the learning of two lists of nonsense syllables, each of 0%
association value, retroaction was reduced to a minimum; and conversely,
that in the learning of two lists each having 100% association value
retroactive inhibition occurred in the largest amounts. It should be
noted here that these lists had no similarity from one to the other,
but that each syllable in each list had a high association value.
Sisson states that; Ma possible explanation is suggested in terms of
isolation of the memorial substrates of the two lists." This means that
when the association values for the two lists are divergent there is
probably a tendency to organise them into two separate patterns. Con-
versely, when both lists are of high association value the tendendy
would be to organise them into a larger inclusive pattern. (2)
(1) J. A. Glaze, "The Association Value of Nonsense Syllables",
J. Genet . Psychol . , 1928, 35: 255-269.
(2) E. D. Sisson, "Retroactive Inhibition: The influence of association
value of original and interpolated lists." J. Exp. Psychol.,
1938, 22:573-580.
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McClelland and Heath also studied associational factors in relation
to retroactive inhibition. They felt that neither similarity or general-
isation, in its general sense, were adequate to explain all the relation-
ships between original and interpolated learning affecting retroactive
inhibition. They were interested in the relationship existing when
lists of common-word pairs, whioh are highly associated, become analogues
for original and interpolated learning. Twelve such word pairs of high
frequency association value were selected from O'Connor's adaptation
of the Kent-Rosanoff Free Association Lists.
Paired-associate learning by the anticipation method was used.
Each of the stimulus words was presented paired with a three-letter
noun. The stimulus word was presented on a memory drum first, while
the subject attempted to recall the paired noun before it was exposed.
The experiment consisted of a related and an unrelated condition. In
the related condition the stimulus words, paired with the three-letter
nouns, were presented first and the pairs were learned to a criterion
of nine out of twelve correct anticipations. Next the interpolated
list, in which the stimulus words were highly associated analogues
of the stimulus words of the original learning, were presented and
learned in the same way. The original list was the same in the unrelated
condition but in the interpolated list the stimulus words were not
related to the stimulus words of the original learning. These lists
were presented in the same way and learned to the same criterion. In
both conditions a three minute rest period followed the interpolated
learning, sifter which relearning of the originsd list was instituted.
The criterion this time was two successive perfect trials.
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The results indicated that when the interpolation was related
(high frequency of association between stimulus words) reliably more
retroactive inhibition was produced on the first and second recalls
but not in the later trials. Regarding intrusions it was found that
these were greatest where retroactive inhibition is greatest in the
related condition, and that there were more intrusions in the recall
of original than in the interpolated learning.
McClelland and Heath suggest that, "Retroactive inhibition is
a function of learned or unlearned connections between the original
and interpolated activities." (1)
(l)David C. McClelland and R. M. Heath, "Retroactive Inhibition as a
Function of Degree of Association of Original and Interpolated
Activities", J. of Exp. Psychol., 33:420-430, 1943.
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THEORIES OF RETROACTIVE INHIBITION
The Perseveration Theory , The perseveration theory was first
advanced by Muller and Pil seeker. This hypothesis asserts that after
any kind of learning activity is performed a "setting-in” process con-
tinues. This means that memory patterns are created by both an active
and a passive process. The active phase would be the overt type of
learning activity such as memorising a list of words or performing the
movements in learning to typewrite. The passive phase would be activity
of the neural elements following the overt learning, oomparable to a
"jelling” process* Therefore when a strenuous activity follows learning
this setting process is inhibited and retention is impaired.
The Transfer Theory
.
The transfer theory was first held by DeCamp
as an extension of the perseveration theory. He suggested that an activity
following the original learning had an inhibitive influence, but in
relation to its similarity to the original learning. This would indicate
that the degree of similarity is one of the determinants of retroactive
inhibition. This inhibition is explained by transfer of training, that
is, that through an element of simiarity the second training supercedes
the first.
The Transfer and Disruption Hypothesis . Webb suggested that retro-
active effect is caused by a simple pransference of similar elements
which disrupts the original learning. This occurs when elements from
the interpolation replace those of the original learning, or also when
they do not overtly replace them, but serve as a disrupting influence.
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The Organisational Hypothesis . The organisational hypothesis,
a variation of the transfer theory of Webb, is suggested by Sisson.
Here again the similarity factor would appear to be of prime importance.
But similarity is here interpreted in terms of associative values.
Thus, according to Sisson, when a high degree of associative value
is present between the original and interpolated materials, the two tasks
tend to become organised into a composite pattern. If such inter-list
association is not present the tasks tend to remain isolated and there-
fore show evidence of less retroactive effect.
Discussion . The perseveration theory failed to account in any
way for the factor of similarity which a large amount of experimentation
has shown to be of major importance. The transfer theory offers a more
satisfactory solution. With the clarification added by the studies on
the influence of inter-list association, it appears that a combination
of the transfer and organisation theories gives a more complete explana-
tion of retroactive inhibition than any previous single hypothesis.
Our experiments have attempted to carry the experimentation one
step further than either Sisson or McClelland and Heath. For Sisson's
nonsense syllables we have substituted meaningful materials. We were
not satisfied to merely establish association frequency as a factor in
retroactive inhibition, rather our interest was in comparing the relative
importance of similarity of meaning and association value in this
connection.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES
Experiment I.
Materials . The materials used in the experiment were: an
experimental "pack" for each individual subject, a stop watch, and a
buszer set-up for temporal judgments. The "pack” varied from one condi-
tion to another. The pack in the work conditions consisted of six pages
of 8^ x 11 paper, clipped together and numbered in the top right hand
corner and on the top side of each page. On page was a list of fifteen
two-syllable adjectives mimeographed vertically down the center of the
page* Page two, page four and page six were blank sheets for the written
recalls. On page three was the interpolated list, fifteen two-syllable
adjectives mimeographed in the same way as the original list. Page five
was a blank sheet for the recording of temporal judgments. The mimeograph-
ed sheets were placed in the pack face down so that no learning would
begin before the signal to turn over the page was given. The pack in
the rest condition differed from that used in the work conditions in
that no interpolated list was inoluded, and also no page was included
for interpolated recall.
Selection of Materials . Eight separate word lists were used in
this experiment. Two original lists of adjectives and for each of these
a list of synonyms, a list of antonyms, and a list of unrelated words.
In the case of the synonyms and antonyms the word was placed in the
interpolated list in a position corresponding to its mate in the original
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list. The choice of words as well as the mode of their presentation
was influenced by the materials and techniques employed by McKinney
and McGeoch in their experiment on nThe Character and Extent of Transfer
in Retroactive Inhibition”. (1) In this experiment most of the original
words and their synonyms were taken from the lists used by McKinney
and McGeoch. However, in the case of a few words it became difficult
to find antonyms and in these cases new words were added. The additional
words chosen were (as nearly as possible) similar in length and in
character to those obtained from the McKinney and McGeoch lists.
The following is an example of the lists used in one of the
work conditions:*
Original List Interpolated
gloomy dismal
cruel brutal
valued prized
cleaned washed
pensive thoughtful
frightened fearful
vacant empty
ancient antique
nearby local
accurate faultless
crafty cunning
ample plenty
quiet silent
angry wrathful
healthy robust
* A complete set of all eight words lists utilised in the experiment
may be found in Appendix B.
(1) F. McKinney and J. A. McGeoch, "The Character and Extent of
Retroactive Inhibition", Am. J. Psychol., 1935, 47:409-423.
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Selection of the Population, The experimental population
consisted of Boston University students in General Psychology and
Psychology of Learning classes. This group included students of both
sexes from the sophomore to graduate year.
Experimental Conditions . Two original lists were used as a pre-
caution against a subject’s copying from another in the recall tests,
since the subjects were seated close to one another. The packs were
given out in such a way that no subject had the same original list as
the subject seated next to him.
The judgment of irregular temporal intervals between two strikes
of a busier was chosen to fill in nine minutes after the interpolated
learning. In the rest condition this was continued for fifteen
minutes. This particular device which was used by McKinney and
McGeoch, served to fill in time and to prevent rehearsal of the original
list before the recall test.
In Experiment I four different types of interpolated activity
were used. All four conditions had the same original learning problem.
This was a fifteen item list of two-syllable adjectives. In the
synonym condition the interpolated learning activity consisted of learn-
ing synonyms for the original list, each synonym occupying the same
relative position in the interpolated list as did its analogue in the
original list. In the same way the interpolation in the antonym and
unrelated word conditions consisted of antonyms and unrelated words
respectively. The fourth condition was one of rest, and therefore there
was no interpolated learning problem presented. Instead, the judgment
of irregular time intervals was extended so that Recall 1 for this
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condition occupied the same temporal position as it did in the other
conditions.
In all, 204 subjects were tested under ordinary classroom con-
ditions with the entire class participating. The classes ranged in size
from approximately 40 subjects in the smallest group to 86 subjects in
the largest* With the exception of the rest condition all conditions
of the experiment were given simultaneously within each group. This
experiment was performed five times on consecutive days within one week,
members of different classes acting as subjects. The rest condition
was given in two other classes, and the entire group participated in
this condition. A delayed recall for the original list was obtained
from all subjects seven days later. In each case this was taken at
the same class hour as that in which the experiment was originally per-
formed.
Conduct of the Experiment .* Work conditions . The experimental
packs were first passed out. They were arranged in such a way that
the three work conditions were evenly distributed throughout the group.
The following are the steps in the experimental procedure:
I. 2 minute period for learning the original list of fifteen
adjectives.
II. 2 minute period for written recall of original list.
III. 2 minute period for learning of the interpolated list.
IV. 2 minute period for the written recall of the interpolated list.
V. 9 minute period for judging and recording the temporal intervals
between a series of paired buzzer tones.
* See Appendix A for the complete statement of instructions.
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VI. 2 minute period for second written recall of the original list.
VII. (7 days later) 2 minute period for the third written recall
of the original list.
Rest condition
.
The same procedure as above was observed, with
the following changes. Steps III and IV were omitted, and the judgment
of temporal intervals was carried on for fifteen minutes instead of
nine minutes. The last two steps were the same as the last two in
the work conditions.
Experiment II.
Materials
. The materials used in this experiment consisted of
an experimental pack for each individual and a stop watch for measuring
the time intervals. Each pack contained six pages of 8^ x 11 paper
dipped together and, with the exception of the top sheet, numbered
in the top right hand corner. On the top sheet was a mimeographed blank
for the date, class, and the name of the subject. Except for the addi-
tion of this top sheet and the omission of the blank page used for temp-
oral judgments, the experimental pack for Experiment II was similar
to that used in Experiment I.
Selection of Materials . Six word lists were used in this experiment.
Each list consisted of fifteen nouns, adjectives, and adverbs selected
from the Kent-Rosanoff Free Association Test. In the related conditions
each Kent-Rosanoff stimulus word appearing in the original list was
paired with one of its Kent-Rosanoff response words which appeared in
the same relative position in the interpolated list. In the Kent-Rosanoff
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tables each of these response words has been given a number which desig-
nates the frequency with which it was given as a response by a group
of one thousand subjects when the stimulus word was presented. The
frequency number indicates relatively the associative value of the response
word in connection with the stimulus word. The individual members of
the word lists in Experiment II were so selected that the average of
the frequency numbers of the lists used in the three related conditions
were equated. The average of the frequency numbers was 267. (267.4,
266.5, 267.0
.) Four experimental conditions were tested. Three of
these were related as follows: 1. Words of the interpolated list were
synonyms of the words of the original list; 2. The interpolated list
was made up of antonyms of words in the original list; 3. The inter-
polated list consisted of words commonly associated with the words of
the original list but not antonyms or synonyms of them. This last is
called the "logically associated" condition. In the fourth condition
the words used in the interpolated list were not found as response words
for words in the original list in the Kent-Rosanoff tables and for that
reason were regarded as not being related by association to them as
closely as were the words used in the related conditions. This condition
therefore is called the "unrelated condition". In the similar- in-mean-
ing condition (synonyms) word pairs were selected for high frequency of
association and similarity of meaning. In the opposite in meaning
condition (antonyms) the words of the original and interpolated lists
were of high frequency of association and opposite in meaning. In the
logically associated condition the words of the two lists were related
through high association frequency alone. This implies that although
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there was an associative relationship between them, they were neither
similar nor opposite in meaning. The unrelated lists consisted of
(1) the original list for the logically associated in meaning condition
and (2) the interpolated list for the opposite in meaning condition.
In this way the words were of the same type as those used in the rest
of the experiment, but were entirely unrelated to each other.
The following are examples from the lists used in Experiment lit:
Condition Is Similar in meaning
Original List Interpolated List
command
sleep
wish
earth
order
rest
desire
ground
Condition II: Opposite in meaning
Original List Interpolated List
sickness
deep
soft
short
health
shallow
hard
long
Condition III: Logically associated in meaning
Original List Interpolated List
piano
meat
water
glass
music
mutton
river
window
* See Appendix D for a complete set of all six word lists
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Condition IV: Unrelated in meaning
Original List Interpolated List
music
mutton
river
window
health
shallow
hard
long
Experimental Conditions . Here again the experiment was performed
under olassroom conditions in groups of approximately the same size
as those in Experiment I. The experiment was performed within a period
of one week, with members of seven different classes acting as subjects.
A delayed recall was obtained from all subjects seven days later.
Conduct of the Experiment .* The experimental packs were first
passed out. They were arranged in such a way that the four experimental
conditions were evenly distributed throughout each group. The
following were the steps in the experimental conditions:
I. 2 minute period for learning the original list of fifteen words.
II. 2 minute period for the first written recall of the original list.
III. 2 minute period for the learning of the interpolated list of
fifteen words.
IV. 2 minute period for the written recall of the interpolated list.
V. 1 minute period for writing h's.
VI. 2 minute period for the second written recall of the original list.
VII. (7 days later) 2 minute period for the third written recall
of the original list.
* See Appendix C for complete manual of instructions.
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The device of writing h*s (V above) was utilised merely to occupy
time so that the second original recall would not immediately follow
the interpolated recall, and to prevent rehearsal of the lists.
\
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Results t Experiment 1^. In Experiment I there were two groups of
subjects within each of the four experimental conditions. Two groups
were used as a precaution in the interests of accuracy to prevent the
possibility of any one subject's copying from another's paper in the
recall tests. In all four conditions the two groups were similar in
character. They were made up by distributing the papers in such a way
that students sitting next to each other were members of different
groups. That this random selection provided approximately equal groups
is indicated by the similarity of results.
TABLE I
MEAN REPRODUCTION SCORES - Experiment I
Interpolation
j
Recall 1 Recall 2 Recall 3
Synonym
Group I $.65 3.85 1.61
Group II 9.90 4.95 2.70
Mean^ 9.32 4.46 2.26
Antonym
Group I 9.74 5.13 2.70
Group II 9.50 4.40 1.95
Mean 9.65 4.84 2.38
Unrelated
Group I 9.26 5.13 2.29
Group II 10.00 4.36 2.52
Mean 9.54 4.79 2.34
Rest (no interpo Lated learnine)
Group I 9.35 7.96 4.36
Group II 8.73 7.00 3.17
Mean 9.04 7.48 3.80
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Although the two groups within each condition are presented separately
they will he considered jointly as the difference between the scores
in most cases is relatively slight. Recall 1. was obtained before the
interpolated list was presented and therefore no interpolative retro-
action is found here. The differences between the Recall 1. scores
in the various conditions, then, is due to variations in the lists and
other experimental conditions. However, in all cases this difference
is less than one. The larger recall scores for the rest condition
indicate the retroactive effect of the interpolated learning. However,
the antonym condition appears to show less retroaction here than does
the unrelated condition. It should be noted though, that this is a
small and unreliable difference. This trend is contrary to previous
findings in experimental work done by McGeoch and McDonald who found
more retroactive inhibition with antonyms than with unrelated words.
The results of Recall 3. show a consistent decrease in retroaction
from synonyms to the rest condition, although the differences between
the scores for the three work conditions are small and assumed to be
unreliable
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TABLE II
VARIABILITY OF MEAN REPRODUCTION SCORES - Experiment I.
Interpolation
—
—
Mean Reprod. Scores S.D. of Mean
Recall 1
Synonym 4.46 0.37
Antonym 4.84 0.40
Unrelated 4.79 0.35
Rest 7.48 0.40
Recall 3
Synonym 2.26 0.29
Antonym 2.38 0.33
Unrelated 2.34 0.28
Rest
1
3.80 0.40
1
The standard deviation indicates that 68.26^ of the cases within a
given distribution lie within the distance of the S. D. on either side
of the mean* Since the S. D« * s are relatively small it shows that the
extent of variability of the mean reproduction scores is not very
great.
TABLE III
RELIABILITY OF MEAN REPRODUCTION SCORES - Experiment I.
Recall 2 Synonym, antonym and
unrelated conditions
compared with the
rest condition.
Critical Ratio
4.66
Recall 3
—
Synonym, antonym and
unrelated conditions
compared with the
rest condition
2.62
A critical
by dividing the
ratio is a statistical measure of reliability obtained
difference between the mean reproduction scores of the
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distributions to be compared by the standard deviation of the difference
of the several distributions. The critical ratios in Table III are
comparisons of the conditions of interpolated activity with the rest
condition of no interpolated activity. These were derived by obtaining
a mean standard deviation and a mean reproduction score for the three
combined distributions (conditions of interpolation) and comparing
this with the S. D. and mean reproduction score derived from the non- *
interpolative condition.
A reliable difference was obtained in comparing the combined synonym,
antonym, and unrelated conditions with the rest condition in Recall 2.
A critical ratio of 3.00 or more (in this case 4.66) indicates that the
direction of this difference, between the combined conditions of
interpolation and the condition of no interpolation, would be in the
same direction in 99.9 cases out of 100 in a sampling distribution.
The critical ratio of 2.62, found for Recall 3, indicates less
reliability in that the probability here that the difference will always
be in the same direction is only 99.4 cases out of 100.
It is worth noting here that there is a considerable difference
between the amounts of retroaction produced in the conditions of inter-
polated activity and the rest condition. In this connection the results
of Recall 2 show a reliable difference in this direction. The smaller
retention scores in the work conditions indicate that the interpolated
activity used in this experiment did produce retroactive inhibition.
When the method of retained members is employed for measuring
the effects of interpolation, three types of error are possible:
overt transfer, distortion, and insertion. Overt transfer occurs when
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a word from the interpolated list is included in the recall of the
original list. Distortion is the misspelled reproduction of a word
from the original list. Insertion is the inclusion of words in re-
production which occurred in neither list.
TABLE IV
MEAN OVERT TRANSFER SCORES - Experiment I.
Synonym Antonym Unrelated
Recall # 2 3 2 3 2 ! 3
— —
—
—
Group I 0.48 0.78 0.52 0.67 0.38 0.71
Group II 0.52 0.46 0.48 0.52 0.28 0.65
Mean 0.50 0.62 0.50 0.60 0.28 0.68
Table
_V presents the mean overt transfer scores for each of the
four experimental conditions. Transfer from the interpolated list can
not possibly occur in the first recall since the interpolation has not
yet been presented. In the rest condition no interpolated list was
presented so there can be no transfer in any of the recalls. The synonyms
and antonyms show slightly greater evidence of overt transfer than does
the unrelated condition in Recall 2, but not in Recall 3. These results
are significant if transfer is a factor in retroactive inhibition.
In Recall 2 the overt transfer effect is the same for synonyms and
antonyms and they are almost the same in Recall 3.
The insertion and distortion error scores were so few and so
small as to be practically negligible. Therefore they have not been
included here.
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TABLE V—
MEAN PERCENTAGES OF LOSS - Experiment I.
Interpolation Recall 1-2 [100(1-R Recall 1-3 [lOO(l-R
3
/R
i )]
Synonym 52.25 76.18
Antonym 49.84 75.03
Unrelated 60.26 75.08
Rest 17.26 57.96
The percentage of* loss score is a device used to measure each
individual's loss of retention against his own original reproduction.
In this way it was possible to make allowance for individual differences
rather than to measure all subjects against an arbitrary standard.
Thus, if a subject scored 14 on the first recall and 7 on the second
recall, his loss was 50%. However the slower learner who reproduced
10 words on the first recall and five on the second also showed a loss
of 50%. The percentage of loss for each individual was computed by
dividing the second (or third) recall by the original recall and sub-
tracting from one and multiplying by 100. The percentage of loss scores
are presented in Table V. They show a similar trend to that shown by
the reproduction scores in Table I. The differences between the three
work conditions are slight, but all three show considerably more per-
centage of loss than the rest condition.
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TABLE VI
RELATIVE RETROACTIVE INHIBITION EFFECTS IN RECALL 2 & 3
Experiment I.
1 Recall 2 Recall 3
Synonym 0.67 0.50
Antonym 0.64 0.39
Unrelated 0.46 0.41
The percentages in Table VI were derived in the following manner.
In both recalls the retention score for the rest condition was selected
.
as a base and in each case another score for the same recall was sub-
tracted from it. For example in the case of the synonym condition the
mean reproduction score for the synonyms was subtracted from the mean
reproduction score for the rest condition. The figure thus obtained
was then divided by the reproduction score originally subtracted from
the rest reproduction score. The results are shown in the table above.
They are percentages of the relative retroactive effect in recalls two
and three based on their difference from the rest condition. It would
appear from the results in Table VI that relatively speaking the retro-
active effect is greater in recall two than in recall three.
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TABLE VII
MEAN REPRODUCTION SCORES - Experiment II.—
Interpolation Recall 1. Recall 2. Recall 3.
Similar 11.55 6.06 3.32
Opposite
w
11.13 7.08 4.85
Logical 11.22 6.44 4.72
Unrelated 11.40 7.23 5.00
Table VII presents the mean reproduction scores in each of the
four experimental conditions for Experiment II. The results indicate
a greater loss in retention for synonyms than for the other three
conditions in both Recall 2 and Recall 3. In both Recall 2 and Recall 3
somewhat more retroaction appears in the Opposite condition than in the
logically associated in meaning, but the difference is slight.
••
*
TABLE VIII
MEAN OVERT TRANSFER SCORES - Experiment II.
Interpolation Recall 2. Recall 3.
Similar 0.76 1.62
Opposite 0.14 1.64
Logical 0.70 1.26
Unrelated
*
0.01 0.72 •
Table VIII presents the mean overt transfer scores for each of
the four experimental conditions. In Recall 2 the synonym and logically
associated conditions show the greatest evidence of overt transfer.
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However, in the third recall the antonym condition shows the largest
amounts of transfer although the synonym condition indicates only slightly
less transfer. Transfer on both recalls is much less in the unrelated
condition than in the three conditions of high associative frequency.
Again, the insertion and distortion errors were so few and so
.mall a. to be practically negligible. Therefore they have not been
included here.
TABLE IX
MEAN PERCENTAGE OF LOSS SHOWN IN REPRODUCTION SCORES
Experiment II.
Similar
Opposite
Recall 1-2
4/, 54
Recall 1-3
ttl.08
36.69
Logical 42.60
56.42
54.90
Unrelated 36. 5« 51.14
The percentages of loss shown in the mean reproduction scores
for each condition are presented in Table IX. In all four conditions
more loss is indicated from Recall 1 to Recall 3 than from Recall 1 to
Recall 2. In the interval between Recall 1 and Recall 3, as well as
from Recall 1 to Keoall 2, the similar condition was subject to greater
loss of retention than any of the other conditions, during the same
intervals. From the time of Recall 1 to Recall 2 and Recall 1 to Recall 3
the unrelated condition exhibits the least loss of retention.
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It appear, from Table II that of the total amount of retroactive
inhibition occurring in Recall 2, with the use of similar word, a,
interpolation, about 11% of this .nay be attributed to factor, operating
in the experimental condition which we have called "unrelated”. This
would imply that such retroaction is not attributable to similarity
of meaning, opposition in meaning, or the indicated frequency of associa-
tion. The data does not indicate any added increment of retroactive
inhibition resulting from the use of antonyms as compared with unrelated
words. However, there is found a small increase in retroactive effect
m the case of the logically associated words, and a still greater in-
crease when synonyms are used.
In the case of Recall 3 it appears that approximately 70£ of the
total retroactive inhibition occurring with the use of synonyms is
attributable to factors other than synonymity, and 63?$ to factors
other than high association values, as determined by the criteria used
in this experiment.
TABLE X
RELATIVE RETROACTIVE INHIBITION EFFECTS IN RECALL 2 & 3
Experiment II
—
Recall 2 Recall 3
Synonym 0.19 0.55
Antonym 0.04 0.03
Logical 0.12 0.06
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The percentages in Table X were derived in the same manner as those rin Table VI of Experiment I, with the following exception: here the
unrelated condition which showed the greatest resistance to retroaction.
was used as a base. In the case of the Recall 2 scores the mean repro-
duction score for synonym condition was subtracted from the mean repro-
duction score of the unrelated condition and the result was divided by
the synonym mean reproduction score. The final results are shown in
the table above and they represent the relative loss of retention effects
in Recalls two and three. Except in the case of the synonym condition
the retroactive effect appears to be greater in recall 2 than in recall
3.
TABLE XI
VARIABILITY OF SCORES - Experiment II.
Interpolation Mean Reproduction
Score
S.D. of the Mean
Recall 2 Recall 3 Recall 2 Recall 3
Synonym 6.06 3.32 0.36 0.32
Antonym 7.08 4.85 0.36 0.38
Logical 6.44 4.72 0.41 0.47
Unrelated
<
7.23 5.00 0.40 0.59
The standard deviation indicates that 68.26# of the cases within
a given distribution lie within the distance of the S.D. on either side
of the mean. Since the S.D. 'a are relatively small it shows that the
extent of the variability of the mean reproduction scores is not very
great.
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TABLE XII
RELIABILITY OF SCORES, Recall 2 - Experiment II,
Critical Ratio
Cr I
Synonym condition
compared with the
logically associated
condition.
0.56
CrII
Synonym condition
compared with the
unrelated condition
1.46
Cr III
Logically associated
condition compared
with the unrelated
condition.
1.08
Cr I compared the synonym condition with the logically associated
condition. A Cr of 0.56 indicates that the difference found between
the mean reproduction scores in these conditions would be in the same
direction in 73 cases out of 100 in a sampling distribution. Since a
difference may be termed reliable only when a critical ratio of 3.00
or more is obtained this difference is not reliable.
Cr II compares the synonym condition with the condition of low
frequency. A Cr of 1.46 was obtained. This indicates an unreliable
difference and means that the difference would probably be in the same
direction in 93 cases out of 100 in a sampling distribution.
Cr III compares the conditions of high and low frequency value.
A Cr of 1.08 indicates that the difference between these two conditions
would probably be the same in 86 cases out of 100 in a sampling dis-
tribution. Again the difference is not statistically reliable.
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TABLE XIII
1
RELIABILITY OF SCORES, Recall 3 - Experiment II.
Critical Ratio
Cr I
Synonyms and antonyms
compared with logically
associated condition.
-
1.07
Cr II
Synonym, antonym, and
logically associated
compared with the
unrelated condition.
1.14
Cr III
Synonyms and antonyms
compared with the
unrelated condition.
1.46
4)
Cr IV
Logically associated
condition compared with
the unrelated condition.
1.12
—
Cr V
Synonym condition
compared with the
unrelated condition
2.10
Cr VI
1
Synonym condition
compared with the
logically associated
condition.
2.33
-
A Cr of 1.0/ indicates that in the case of synonyms and antonyms
compared with logically associated material the difference between the
means here obtained would be in the same direction in 86 cases out of
100 in a sampling distribution. The critical ratio is less than 3.00,
this means that the difference found between the retroactive effects
of the interpolated synonyms and antonyms together and the unrelated
words is not reliable.
Cr II compares all three conditions of high association frequency
with the single exception, the unrelated words which are low in associa-
tion frequency. The Cr of 1.14 indicates that this difference between
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synonyms, antonyms and logically associated conditions would be in
the same direction in 86 cases out of 100. Thus the difference is not
statistically reliable.
Cr III contrasts high association value plus the factors of simi-
larity and opposition of meaning with low association frequency minus
similarity and opposition of meaning. The Cr of 1.46 indicates that
this difference would be in the same direction in 93 cases out of 100.
Cr IV contrasts simply high association frequency and low association
frequency; since the Cr is 1.12 the difference would probably be in the
same direction in 86 cases out of 100.
The fifth Cr compares the synonym condition with the unrelated
condition. The critical ratio is 2.1 indicating that the difference
between the condition of similarity with high association frequency and
the unrelated condition of low associative frequency will be in the same
direction in 98 cases out of 100 in a sampling distribution. Again the
difference is not statistically reliable.
Cr VI compares the condition of similarity with high association
frequency with the condition of high associative frequency. Comparison
of the synonym and logically associated conditions yield a critical ratio
of 2.33. This indicates that in 99 cases out of 100 in a sampling dis-
tribution this difference would be in the same direction. This Cr is
less than 3.00 and is therefore statistically unreliable.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
This investigation was undertaken, in part, to study the results
obtained when meaningful words were substituted for the nonsense
syllables used by Sisson in his experiment. However, our conditions of
high associative frequency varied from his somewhat. He utilised two lists
of nonsense syllables having high association value. Each syllable in
each list was readily associated with meaningful words. Although the
lists were made up of syllables each of these having a high association
value, the original and interpolated learning had no other similarity
one to the other. However, in our Experiment II the high associative
value of the words consisted in their being paired, each original word
with its analogue in the interpolated list. Therefore our subjects
had previously formed associations between each of the constituents
of the words pairs, whereas Sisson^ subjects, it may be presumed,
had to make their own associations for each of the nonsense syllables.
It is possible that in each situation, although the organisation
differed, the subject found it necessary to organise the material pre-
sented into some type or system for retention. In each case a second
organisation of similar material in becoming a part of a composite
picture perhaps interfered with the original retention. It would
appear that this was perhaps due to a confusion and transfer of similar
elements, or interlist confusion.
However, our results suggest that the factor of similarity of
meaning or synonymity has an influence above and beyond that of high
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association frequency. Of course a high associative relationship is
inevitably concomitant with synonymity of meaning. But these two factors
together produce greater amounts of retroaction than associative fre-
quency alone.
Sisson contrasted his results from high association value lists
and low association value lists, and found that retroactive inhibition
was reduced to a minimum when the lists were low in associative value.
In Experiment II the results from our low frequency lists showed the
least amount of retroactive inhibition when an interpolated list was
included, substantiating Sisson's findings.
The experiment of McClelland and Heath is similar to the logically
associated and unrelated conditions in our Experiment II. In each
case in the related (logically associated) condition the original and
interpolated lists consisted of stimulus-response pairs of high fre-
quency value, taken from the Kent-Rosanoff lists. Our experiment varied
from theirs in that in the unrelated condition our original list was
not the same as that used in two of the three related condition.
However, an original list of approximately equal association value
was used in the three related conditions. The modes of presentation
varied also. "Whereas McClelland and Heath utilised paired-associate
learning and the anticipation method, we used a presentation of the
complete list and measured recall through the written reproduction
of the retained members. The factor of relearning is reflected in
McClelland and Heath's results in all but the first recall, but no
such influence is present under our conditions. Therefore comparison
of our results and theirs can be made only on the basis of their
recall 1.
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The findings in our experiment regarding the association relationship
and retroactive inhibition are essentially the same as those shown in
McClelland and Heath's results for recall 1. That is, that retroactive
inhibition is present in greater amount when the original and inter-
polated learning activities bear a close associative relationship to
each other. Also, both experiments show that intrusions from the inter-
polated list tend to occur more frequently in conditions of high
association frequency.
McClelland and Heath found that retroactive inhibition was not
present in reliably greater amounts in the related condition than in
the unrelated condition on trials beyond the second recall. However,
it might be well to note that these recalls reflect the effects of re-
learning whereas the interpolated learning has not been reinforced
during the interim.
It would appear to the author that the hypothesis set forth by
these experimenters resembles Sisson's organisational hypothesis.
They state that, "Retroactive inhibition is a function of learned or
unlearned connections between the original and interpolated activities.”
According to Sisson, when a high degree of association is present between
the original and interpolated materials, the two tasks tend to become
organised into a composite pattern. This causes confusion and inter-
ference which is manifest in retroactive effects.
Our results tend to be most adequately interpreted in terms of
Sisson’s organisational transfer hypothesis plus a special emphasis on
the factor of synonymity of meaning concomitant with high associative
frequency as productive of the greatest amounts of retroactive inhibition.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purposes of this study were:
(1) To examine quantitatively the losses in retention when the
interpolated learning activity is varied in relation of its synonymity
to the original.
(2) To study the organisational factors involved in retroactive
interference.
Interpolated learning material was designed which bore the following
relationships to the original learning material: similar in meaning,
opposite in meaning, logically associated in meaning, and unrelated in
meaning. A rest condition which had no interpolated learning activity
was included.
The study consisted of two experiments. Experiment I was found
to be too rough an instrument to deteot the qualitative differences
between various types of interpolation (synonyms, antonyms and unrelated
words) in producing retroactive interference. Therefore in Experiment
II all of the lists, with the exception of the unrelated lists, were
made up of word pairs selected from the Kent-Rosanoff lists and the
lists were equated as to associative frequency value.
The recalls in both experiments consisted of Recall 1., reproduction
immediately after the original learning; Recall 2., fifteen minutes
later and after the introduction of the interpolated material; and
Recall 3, seven days later, reproduced at the same class hour as the
original learning.
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These experiments were conducted in the classroom situation with
four hundred and two college students acting as subjects.
Conclusions :
(1) Retroactive inhibition was produced in greater amounts in
the conditions, in both recalls, where interpolated material
was introduced than in the rest condition where no interpolated
material was learned.
a. Under our experimental conditions there was 18$ greater
loss of retention in the synonym condition than in the
rest condition in recall 3.
b. There was at least 17$ more loss of retention in the
other work conditions than in the rest condition in
recall 3.
(2) Retroactive inhibition was greatest in the condition of synonym-
ity concomitant with high association frequency
(3) Intrusions of words from the interpolated list in the written
reproduction of the original list appear in the largest numbers
where retroactive inhibition is greatest and in the smallest
amounts where retroaction is least.
(4) Results support Sisson’s hypothesis and the organisational
view, since for non-synonyms and non-antonyms retroaction
increased with increase in association frequency.
(5) Similarity of meaning is an additional factor since for
words of equal association frequency as indicated by the Kent-
Rosanoff tables, synonyms exceeded in retroactive effect words
not so related in meaning.
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(6) Our results tend to support McClelland and Heath’s suggestion
regarding the transitory nature of retroactive inhibition.
In Experiment I we found that the relative retroactive effects
were greater in recall 2 than recall 3, and with the exception
of one condition we found the same thing to be true in Experi-
ment II
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CHAPTER VII
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. The performance of an experiment similar to Experiment II
in this study with the materials standardised especially for the ex-
periment in the following ways:
(a) Make up frequency tables on adjectives similar to the
Kent-Rosanoff list, to obtain synonyms, antonyms and logically
associated words in word pairs, each having the same associative
frequency value if possible.
(b) Make up frequency tables of adjectives and their
synonyms. Then compare conditions using synonyms of high associative
frequency in one group and synonyms of low associative frequency
on another.
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The Factors of Similarity and Association in Retroactive
Inhibition
Ab s tr ac t
Experiments were conducted to distinguish the factor of
similarity from that of inter-list associations in retroactive
inhibition. Lists of meaningful words were used. Four types
of interpolated lists consisted of: (l) synonyms of original,
(2) antonyms, (3) v/ords of high association frequency, and
( 4 ) words of low association frequency. Loss of retention was
highest for synonyms, next highest for antonyms, and least for
words of low association frequency. Results support Sisson’s
hypothesis and the organisational view, since for non-synonyms
and non-antonyms retroaction increased v/ith increase in associ-
ation frequency. They show that similarity of meaning is an
additional factor, since for words of equal association frequeh
cy, as indicated by the Dent-Rosanoff tables, synonyms exceeded
antonyms, and antonyms exceeded words not so related in meaning
in retroactive effect. Data were obtained from 402 subjects.
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APPENDIX A
lwANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS
Experiment I.

MANUAL OP INSTRUCTIONS - Experiment I
I. Original Instructions
.
This is an experiment to see how
v/ell you are able to retain a list of words which will
be presented to you to memorise. Each of you has been
given a series of sheets of paper clipped together. When
the signal ’begin' is given you are to remove the clip,
and turn over the first sheet which is labeled ’one’.
You will be given a period of time in which to learn
the words printed on sheet one. At the signal ’stop’
you are to place the paper which you have been studying
PACE DOWN on the bottom of the pack. Please learn the
words in order in which they are printed, later you will
be asked to write them in that order. Now you may turn
over the first sheet to memorise the words. Ready,
Begin.
II. Two minute period for original learning.
III. Stop. Now turn over the paper which you have been study-
ing and place it face down under the other sheets of
paper. On the blank sheet of paper numbered 'two1 please
write the words you have just learned. Turn over the
next page. Ready, Begin.
IV. Two minute period for original recall.
V. Stop. Place the paper on which you have just written,
face down on the bottom of the pack. At the signal ’begip’
turn over the sheet numbered ’three’ and learn the list
printed there, in the same way in which you learned the
first list. Learn the words in the order in which they
are printed. Later you will be asked to write them.
Begin.
VI. Two minute period for interpolated learning.
VII. Stop. Turn over the sheet of paper which you have been
studying and place it face down on the bottom of the
pack. On the blank sheet of paper numbered ’four’ please
write the list of words which you have just NOW finished
learning. Begin.
VIII. Two minute period for interpolated recall.
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IX. Stop. Turn over this sheet and place it on the bottom of
the pack as you did the others. Now turn over the paper
labeled five. Please write the numbers from one to fifty
down the left hand side of your paper, making a second col-
umn down the center of the page, if necessary. The bell
will sound thus, (demonstrate) and at the end of a period
of time it will sound again. You are to judge how many
seconds, or minutes have elapsed between the two signals.
To promote accuracy you may count or use any other conven-
inet device (not your watch). After each pair of signals
have been given record you estimate of the time between
them on the paper. Ready, signal one.
Note: Five intervals will be presented, preceding each one
"E" will say "Signal two, signal three .... etc . '
(After five intervals) Now I will read you what the actual
intervals were so that you will be better able to judge the
jintervals which will follow, you may pencil in the correct
intervals beside those which you have recorded if you wish.
(Reda correct intervals 1-5, inclusive) Now we will go on
to signal six. (Repeat this performance until 9 minutes
of instruction and temporal judgement has elapsed.
)
X. Place the paper on which you have been writing face down
on the bottom of the pack. At the signal 'begin' turn
over the next page; it is numbered 4; and write all the
words which you can remember that you learned in the FIRST
list at the beginning of the experiment. You are to write
the words you learned at the very beginning. Begin.
XI. ( After s even days ) You may remember an experiment in which
you took part a week ago in which you were asked to learn
a list of words. Part of you were asked to learn two lists
In the case of those who learned two lists we are interest-
ed to see how well you can remember the first list you
learned. And of course for those of you who learned only
one list we are interested to see how well you can remember
that one. Please write all the words which you can remembei!1
from the first list. Begin.
2 " for written recall of original list
Stop. Please write your name in the bottom left hand
corner of the paper on which you have been writing.
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS
Experiment I.

gloomy
cruel
valued
cleaned
pensive
frightened
vacant
ancient
nearby
accurate
crafty
ample
quiet
angry
healthy

dismal
brutal
prized
washed
thoughtful
fearful
empty
antique
local
faultless
cunning
plenty
silent
wrathful
robust

cheerful
kindly
worthless
soiled
thoughtless
fearless
crowded
modern
distant
faulty
artless
scanty
noisy
happy
weakly
•'
-
•
.
•
average
thirsty
precise
yellow
fluffy
crazy
spicy
languid
little
boiled
pretty
mixed
pious
easy
ragged
-
famous
cursed
perfect
complete
bashful
active
serene
feeble
cautious
dirty-
clumsy
dreadful
hungry
peaceful
wistful
I,
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SII
noted
damned
faultless
entire
timid
lively-
placid
infirm
careful
soiled
awkward
frightful
starved
serene
hopeful

All
unknown
blessed
faulty
lacking
forward
lazy
disturbed
robust
careless
tidy
graceful
pleasant
replete
warlike
hopeless

homely
frigid.
mended
future
breathless
slippery
purple
stingy
very
single
hairy
open
fertile
early
heeless

APPENDIX C
MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS
Experiment II*
.
MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS Ixperiment II
I. Original Instructions
.
This is an experiment to see how
well you are able to retain a list of words which will be
presented to :you to memorise. Each of you has been given
a series of sheets of paper clipped together. When the
signal 'begin 1 is given you are to remove the clip and
turn over the first sheet which is labeled 'one'. You
will be given a period of time in thich to learn the
words printed on sheet one. At the signal 'stop' you are
to place the paper which you have been studying on the
bottom of the pack, FACS DOWN. Please learn the words in
the order in chich they are printed, later you will be
asked to write them in that order. Now you may turn over
the first sheet to memorise the words. Begin.
II. Two minute period for original learning.
III. Stop. Now, turn over the paper which you have been study-
ing and place it face down under the other sheets of paper.
On the blank sheet of paper numbered 'two 1 please write
the words you have just learned. TURN OVER THE NEXT PAGE
and begin.
IV. Two minute period for original recall.
V. Stop. Place the paper on which you have just written,
face down on the bottom of the pack. Alien the signal
'begin' is given you are to turn over the sheet numbered
'three' and learn the list printed there, in the same way
in which you learned the first list. Learn the words in
the order in which they are printed. Later you will be
asked to write them. Begin.
VI. Two minute period for interpolated learning.
VII. Stop. Turn over the sheet of paper which you have been
studying and place it face down on the bottom of the
pack. On the blank sheet of paper numbered 'four' please
write the list of words which you have just NOW finished
learning. Ready, turn over the page and Begin.
VIII. Two minute period for interpolated recall.
IX. Stop. Turn over the sheet of paper on which you have
just written and on the back of this page write h's
across the paper until you are instructed to stop. Please
make h's thus, (demonstrate on blackboard). All ready.
Begin.
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X. One minute period for writing h's.
XI. Stop. Place the paper on which you have just written
face down on the bottom of the pack. At the signal
’begin' write on the page numbered 'five' all the words
you can remember which you learned at the beginning of
the experiment. Write these words as nearly as possible
in the order in which you learned them. You are to
write the first list of words which you learned. The
list of words studied at the very beginning of the
experiment. All ready. Begin.
XII. Two minute period for second original recall.
XIII. ( After seven days ) You may remember an experiment in
which you took part a week ago. In this experiment you
were asked to learn two lists of words. We are inter-
ested to see how well you can remember the firs t list
of words you learned. Please write on the sheet of
paper you have been given all the words you learned.
All ready. Begin.
XIV. Two minute period for third original recall.
Stop. Please write your name on the top right hand
corner of the paper on which you have been writing.
XV.
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APPENDIX D
EXPERIMEN TAL MATERIALS
Experiment II

Please follow instructions carefully
DO NOT TURN OVER ANY PAGES UNTIL
INSTRUCTED TO DO SO.
J L-'
SECTION E. Psy-
P
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command
sleep
wish
earth
trouble
lamp
justice
cottage
child
thirsty
city
doctor
swift
blossom
quiet

order
rest
desire
ground
sorrow
light
right
house
baby-
dry
town
physician
fast
flower
— 1
\
/
/
. *
sickness
deep
soft
short
smooth
sweet
joy
cold
slow
white
high
boy
li "ht
quiet
king
-
health
shallow
hard
long
rou'h
sour
sorrow
hot
fast
black
low
girl
dark
noisy
queen

music
mutton
river
window
citizen
spider
soldier
stem
yellow
bread
justice
tobacco
moon
scissors
dream

*piano
Lieat
water
glass
man
insect
army-
flower
color
butter
peace
smoke
li
;
ht
cut
sleep

APPENDIX E
Kent-Rosanoff
Word Frequencies
. -
KENT- ROSANOFF
Stimulus Response Word Fairs
Frequency
command - order 171
wish - desire 197
sleep - rest 300
earth - ground 166
trouble - sorrow 202
lamp - light 650
justice - right 157
cottage - house 461
child - baby 193
thirsty - dry 218
city - town •••••••••••••»••..»•••»••• 258
doctor - physician 213
swift - fast 222
blossom - flowers •••»»•••••••••••••••*»••.• 467
quiet - still 156
sum 4011
mean frequency 267.4
Opposite Frequency
sickness - health 142
deep - shallow 180
soft - hard 365
short - long 279
smooth - rough 277
sweet - sour 301
joy - sorrow 135
cold - hot 151
slow - fast 316
white - black 308
high - low 328
boy - girl 319
light - dark 427
quiet - noisy 113
king - queen 554
sum 3997
mean frequency 266.5

KENT-ROSANOFF (Con't)
Stimulus Response Word Pairs
Logical Frequency
music - piano 180
mutton - meat 257
river - water 393
window - glass 316
citizen - man 278
spider - insect 276
soldier - army 137
stem - flower 269
yellow - color 301
bread - butter 151
justice - peace 143
tobacco - smoke 387
moon - light 231
scissors - cut 347
dream - sleep 539
sum 4005
mean frequency 267.0
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